ATTENTION CONSUMERS:
Cycling Sports Group, Inc. is conducting an important product safety recall.

What is the Problem?
The OE (original equipment) wheel hubs on these models can break. The brake rotor can separate from the hub. If this happens, you can lose control of the bicycle and have an accident resulting in serious injury or death. Both the front and rear wheel hubs were manufactured incorrectly by our hub vendor. This recall does not affect any other part of the bicycle.

Immediate Action You Must Take
- Stop riding your bike.
- Bring your bike to an Authorized GT Dealer.
- Your GT Dealer will remove the wheels with the incorrectly manufactured hubs. The incorrectly manufactured hubs cannot be used safely, and must be destroyed.
- Other parts of the wheel (tires/tubes, and cassette, and brake rotors) will be used again on the replacement wheels.

At this time, we are working to source replacement wheelsets for these models. When available, we will provide more information to our GT Dealers about customer replacements. The replacement wheelset will be provided at no-charge.

We sincerely apologize for the inconvenience and thank you for your cooperation in this important safety program.

If you have any questions about this safety recall, please contact us at: 1-800-THE-BIKE (1-800-843-2453)